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Home Bed Pillows Contour Pillow 

Contour Pillow 

$60.00 Was: 

(56) Write a Review $29.99 Now: 

(You save $30.01 ) 

® ® The Contour Pillow This is the pillow that started it all - this is the first Contour Pillow we 

made, back in 1991. It features an egg-crate shaped top layer with the "Contour" lobed support 

foam layer on the bottom. Includes a cotton pillow cover. Bottom foam may slightly vary in 

color. 

Patented, Contour Curve Design promotes proper head, neck & spine alignment 

Breathable, convoluted egg crate design promotes airflow for cooler & comfortable nights sleep 

Designed to comfortably cradle your neck for back & side sleepers 

FREE Bonus! Premium, breathable cotton pillow pillow case ($15 Value) 

Product Description 

Millions of people have fallen in love (and fallen asleep) with the world famous 
® Contour Pillow since it's introduction more than 25 years ago. 

The famous bottom "support core" aligns your head and spine, while white egg-crate foam topper allows for optimum air circulation and comfort. Original contour design 

supports head and shoulders for all night comfort. Aligns your spine with ergonomic design. 

® The Contour Pillow - Orthopedic pillow made of high quality foam that supports and aligns your head and neck in proper posture during the night. Comes with pillowcase and 

is available in standard bed pillow size. 

Combine with our famous Original Contour Leg Pillow and save $5! - Add the comfort of the original design foam Contour leg Pillow and experience all over body comfort! The 

patented design on all of our leg pillows support and align your lower body, relieving pressure on your low back, hips and knees. The pillow fits the curves of your legs, so it 

comfortably stays with you throughout the night. No more wrestling with that big, bulky pillow! 
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Warranty Information 

Videos 
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Sale Sale Sale 

Contour Contour Contour 

Contour 
Contour Cloud Cervical Pillow Contour Cervical Pillow Contour L Shaped Body Pillow 

Flip Pillow 
$60.00 $50.00 $60.00 Was: Was: Was: 

Now: $29.99 Now: $39.95 $39.95 Now: $29.99 

Help Links Categories 1430 West Pointe Drive, Suite 

K 
Product Help Center Bed Pillows Charlotte, NC 28214 

Return Policy Leg & Knee Pillows 
800-950-0230 

Warranty Policy Bed Wedges 
customerserv@contourliving.com 
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Shipping Policy CPAP Supply 
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